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Summary: 
 
Urban snow is often removed from roads to above ground snow deposits (AGSD).  Alternatively 
it can be placed in permeable snow cooling plants (PSCP), snow deposits that pipe chilled water 
to heat exchangers for summer cooling.  Since urban snow is polluted, contaminant loads leaving 
a PSCP and an AGSD must be compared.  A PSCP blocks particulate flow containing over 98% 
of metal contaminants while some particulate contaminants will be transported with the surface 
water flow from an AGSD.  However, the more bio-available dissolved contaminants can have 
similar or very different infiltration amounts for an AGSD/PSCP depending on soil parameters. 
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Abstract: 
 
Urban snow is often considered an inconvenience but can instead be an environmental 
alternative for different cooling purposes. In many towns snow is removed from roads and 
placed into an above ground snow deposit (AGSD).  Alternatively, a town’s removed snow can 
be put into a permeable snow cooling plant (PSCP) to help meet summer cooling demands.  A 
PSCP works by transporting chilled water out of an embanked underground snow deposit 
through pipes, returning warm water for recirculation or rejection.  Since urban snow is polluted, 
for a PSCP to be built, it must have comparable contaminant control to an AGSD so the 
contaminant loads leaving a PSCP and an AGSD must be compared.  The prominent 
contaminants found in urban snow are: copper, lead, zinc, chloride and high nutrient 
concentrations of: phosphorus, and nitrogen.  Changes in pollutants and nutrient loads will 
impact aquifer soil, water quality and flora and fauna health.  Over 98% of the metal pollutants 
in urban snow are particulate based with less than 2% in the dissolved more bio-available form.  
The dissolved contaminants can migrate through any pollutant pathway, while particulate 
migration is dependent on surface water velocity.  An AGSD has an infiltration pollutant 
pathway where the volume of water passing through the soil under the deposit depends on soil 
parameters and melt rate, melt in excess of the infiltration capacity becomes surface runoff. A 
PSCP blocks the surface runoff pathway cutting off particulate flow greatly reducing the total 
contaminant load a surface water recipient would receive if the surface water pollutant pathway 
from an AGSD would be significantly high.  If a snow deposit is built on a soil with low 
hydraulic conductivity, infiltration and percolation will be low causing a high surface runoff 
supporting a large particulate migration from an AGSD and more control of contaminants 
through filtering and treatment of PSCP reject water. 
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Introduction: 
 
Many northern towns remove snow from roads to increase traffic safety and in most cases an 
above ground snow deposit (AGSD) is located just outside a city to hold the removed snow.  
Lately, increased demands for cooling capacity for conditioning during the summer season have 
occurred simultaneously with rising fuel prices and a public call for cleaner energy.  It is natural 
to consider the possibility of building a snow cooling plant (deposit) to meet the increasing 
cooling demands while using less energy than conventional cooling systems such as chillers. 
 
There has also been an increased awareness of the contaminants within urban snow, though, due 
to a lack of environmental regulations on snow deposits, pressure on towns to control this 
pollution is low.  However, applications to build snow cooling plants may be complicated when 
they attract attention to urban snow contaminant migration. Avoiding the contamination of 
potential future groundwater resources will be a priority for most sites with more than a quarter 
of the world and half of the US already relying on shallow aquifers for drinking water. 
 
A well designed snow cooling plant located in suitable soil could reduce the contaminant spread 
from polluted urban snow while meeting the increased cooling demands making this a suitable 
option.  A snow cooling plant could be equipped with a liner (a low permeable layer keeping the 
melt water in place or could be constructed without liner (here called permeable snow cooling 
plant). Although it is obvious that a liner equipped snow cooling plant (LSCP) will give the 
operator greater control of contaminant migration and allow a cleaner environment, building a 
liner is expensive making this system to costly for most municipalities.  This is why a majority of 
the discussion in this paper will focus on comparing changes in contaminant migration that are a 
direct result of differences in the pollutant pathways of an AGSD and the pollutant pathways of a 
permeable snow cooling plant (PSCP). 
 
The differences in pollutant pathways between an AGSD and a PSCP can cause significant 
differences in contaminant loads reaching surface water recipients and affect the amount of 
contaminants contributing to soil and groundwater contamination. Dissolved contaminants can 
be transported both through groundwater and surface water flow, while it is assumed that most of 
the substances attached to suspended solids (SS) will be filtered in the unsaturated zone before 
making it to the groundwater table. A PSCP blocks the surface water flow and the particulate 
phase allowing only dissolved contaminants to flow. An AGSD on the other hand might produce 
surface water flux into surface water bodies while also having a groundwater recipient.   The 
amount and size of SS in surface runoff is dependent on the flow velocity.  Under normal 
conditions the snowmelt rate is low allowing the snow to act as a repository trapping SS within 
the deposit.  
 
Pollutant and nutrient concentration along with snow mass estimates are needed to determine the 
total load of contaminants in a snow deposit.  Expected contaminant proportions in dissolved and 
particulate phase are one of the most important factors in planning the location of a snow deposit 
(Reinosdotter and Viklander, 2005).  Any water not infiltrated through the base of an AGSD will 
become surface water runoff.  The ability of surface runoff to carry contaminants in the 
particulate form will therefore create most of the difference between the PSCP and AGSD.  
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When conducting an environmental site investigation for a snow deposit, Reinosdotter et al., 
(2003) listed the following as the major considerations to be examined, the order has been 
changed in this paper to reflect the factors of most to least importance for a general case; 1. 
effects on receiving waters, 2. expected changes in biodiversity, 3. changes in soil quality, 4. the 
quality and past use of the land, 5. greenhouse gas emissions and 6. changes in quality of life for 
local residents.   
 
This report will be focused on 1, 2, and 3, above.  The other three categories are mentioned, but 
not in depth as quality of life and use of the land are more qualitative values, and site specific, 
while greenhouse gasses are covered to more detail in other reports i.e. Wichmann (2003).   

Aims: 
Urban snow is a contaminant source for both ground and surface water recipients.  This paper 
compares the contaminant control, or change in contaminant mass and concentration passing 
through the pollutant pathways, for two snow deposit designs; the traditional above ground snow 
deposit (AGSD) and the permeable snow cooling plant (PSCP).  
 
First a general description of the snow cooling plant concept is introduced with descriptions of 
an AGSD and PSCP.  This is followed by a review of studies dealing with urban snow 
contaminants where the following aspects are treated:  
a) Contaminant accumulated in urban snow (heavy metals, chloride, nitrate, phosphorus and 
organic contaminants).  
b) Factors effecting the accumulation and release of contaminants in urban snow (traffic and 
snow handling procedures).  
c) Soil properties which effect the migration of urban snow contaminants in groundwater causing 
changes in aquifer vulnerability and contamination.  
d) Possible environmental effects of contaminants found in urban snow. 
 
After the review a description of the pollutant pathways for an AGSD and a PSCP are explained 
in detail.  Next the likelihood of major urban snow contaminants passing through the different 
pollutant pathways in an existing AGSD (located in Luleå, northern Sweden) was discussed 
along with the known environmental effects on recipient waters for each of the studied 
contaminants.  The pollutant pathways of an AGSD were then compared with the expected 
pollutant pathways for a planned PSCP, (located in a non-specific cold climate location based on 
the planned design for a PSCP in Luleå) for differences in contaminant migration and associated 
changes in environmental disturbance.   
 
The next section describes:  
a) How to estimate concentrations and total loads of contaminants in a snow deposit. 
b) Estimates for the percentage of meltwater passing through the infiltration pollutant pathway 
for an AGSD and a PSCP. 
c) After this a sensitivity analysis of the importance of soil variables (hydraulic conductivity, 
hydraulic gradient, effective porosity) for estimating contaminant transport velocity in 
groundwater assuming conservative contaminants is made.   
. 
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The results from this study including the sensitivity analysis should not only help in Luleå, but 
be applicable for many areas of the world including North America, Europe, and Asia which 
should have similar soil types after undergoing a period of glacial recession during the Holocene 
Epoch.   
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Background: 
Snow cooling uses the transfer of energy which occurs during the phase change of solid to liquid 
water for the cooling of buildings. 

Snow cooling plants: 
A snow cooling plant (SCP) is a snow deposit that pipes water chilled by melting snow during 
the warm season to heat exchangers which chill water moving through a buildings piping system 
for different cooling purposes.  Usually a woodchip-insulating layer covers the snow to prolong 
the melting process through the summer.  Excess water is rejected, in order to control the water 
level in the SCP and prevent unnecessary melting.  This reject water can be treated or transported 
to a proper location such as a settling pond (Skogsberg, 2005).   
  
In 1999, Skogsberg and Nordell (2001), presented a liner-equipped snow cooling plant (LSCP) 
using wood chips as a top insulator and impermeable asphalt sides and bottom (Figure 1) located 
in Sundsvall, Sweden.  Multiple filters are needed to separate different contaminants from the 
meltwater before it circulates through the heat exchangers in the piping system.  The Sundsvall 
LSCP has tested, an oil and gravel filter along with automatically rinsed fine filters.  Water can 
be recirculated through the filters and plant many times diluting the pollution within the snow 
before being rejected to a settling pond (Skogsberg, 2005).  For a more detailed description and 
function of this LSCP see Skogsberg and Nordell (2001) and Skogsberg (2005).    

 
Figure 1: The Sundsvall liner-equipped snow cooling plant, with water temperatures indicated by the red and blue colors 

(Skogsberg, 2005). 

 
A permeable snow cooling plant (PSCP) is a snow deposit built into the ground with banks 
extending above the surrounding ground surface to isolate surface water flow between the snow 
deposit and the surrounding land.  A PSCP will work the same as a LSCP with the exception that 
groundwater can flow in or out of the PSCP through the bottom and sides.  This will result in a 
PSCP having less control than an LSCP in dissolved contaminant transport. 
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Urban Snow Contaminants and Filtering within the Snow: 
Contaminant problems in urban snow are mostly due to high lead (Pb), zinc (Zn) and copper 
(Cu) levels (Viklander, 1997b).  Urban snow also normally has; high nutrient loads of 
phosphorus (P) and nitrogen (N), salt (NaCl), organic material (such as oil), sulphate, high 
amounts of suspended solids (SS), high chemical oxygen demand (COD), and often 
immeasurable amounts of cadmium (Cd) (Viklander, 1996).   
 
Urban snow pollution and nutrient rich loads are caused by anthropogenic and natural sources, 
both near and distant (Skogsberg, 2005).  Large contaminant particles are deposited close to their 
emitting source, while lighter smaller contaminant particles may be dispersed through the air 
both away from the snow cleared roads and to a lesser extent onto the roads from factories and 
other contaminant sources upwind.  
 
The major anthropogenic sources in order of importance for urban snow are; traffic, anti-skid 
material, factories and litter (Viklander, 1997a).  Nutrients are from natural sources such as 
faeces of animals and birds, or anthropogenic sources such as ammonium (NH3) from car and 
factory exhaust and phosphorus from motor oil.  Both natural and anthropogenic pollutants and 
nutrients have higher total loads in a snow deposit than in undisturbed snow due to the collection 
of urban snow in one place. Road contaminant concentrations are largely determined by traffic 
intensity through: vehicle corrosion, vehicle exhaust and pavement and tire ware (Westerlund et 
al., 2007a). 
 
Snow works like a filter for contaminants.  This filtering effect allows contaminants to 
accumulate in the snow over time (Viklander, 1997b).  The longer the snow remains near the 
road the more exposure it will have to the contaminant source (Viklander, 1997a).  However, 
after 10 days newly fallen snow is considered to be as polluted as old snow according to 
Viklander (1997c).  
 
 

Differences between Urban and Rural Snow: 
Many snow studies have been conducted on rural snow, making it important to highlight the 
differences between urban and rural snow.  In rural areas the contaminants in snow are controlled 
by precipitation, while on urban streets the concentration of contaminants in snow are controlled 
more by snow handling than by precipitation (Viklander, 1997c).  Urban snow contains higher 
loads of SS than rural snow.  Urban snow was found to have a pH between 7 and 8 while freshly 
fallen and rural snow, with a low alkaline content, has a pH between 3 and 5 (Westerlund, 2007).  
The high pH in urban snow leads to high metal sorption.  Studies by Viklander (1997a) and 
Westerlund (2007) on urban snow found that metals tended to bind to SS in the snowpack.  Rural 
snow has a low pH and a higher dissolved metal concentration (Westerlund et al., 2007b).  Due 
to the low pH, acid shock was often found during the melting of rural snow.  However, in lab 
tests of urban snow Viklander (1996) did not find a high enough H+ release to cause acid shock 
in soil or water. 
 
Viklander (1997a) found that in pilot experiments H+ and SS release from urban snow deposits 
into meltwater were almost constant throughout the melt period, while chloride was the only 
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tested contaminant that had an early peak concentration leveling off to a constant lesser release 
later in the melt period.  If local weather conditions allow for a slow steady melt rate the first 
melt from a snow deposit will have a high concentration of solubles followed by the dissolved 
fraction (Westerlund and Viklander, 2007).   
 

Factors Affecting Urban Snow Contaminant Loads: 

Type of anti-skid material: 
The traffic rate on a road determines the amount of anti-skid material used.    This amount and 
the type of anti-skid material used on roads determines the amount of SS in the snow.  If sand or 
grit is used high amounts of SS will accumulate in the snow.  The SS works as a pH buffer which 
raises the pH allowing dissolved metals to join the solid phase by binding to SS (Westerlund, 
2007).   
 
When salt is used as the anti-skid material SS levels are lower allowing a higher proportion of 
contaminants to remain in the dissolved phase.  This means that the anti-skid material used on 
roads has some control over the proportion of contaminants in the dissolved and particulate 
phases which effects contaminant mobility by controlling which pollutant pathways are 
available. 
 

Traffic: 
The more traffic the higher the expected contaminant load is (Viklander, 1997b).  Contrary to 
this, the percentage of dissolved metals decreases as traffic loads increase (Reinosdotter, 2007).  
This is due in part to an increase in SS with traffic load.  Reinosdotter, (2007) found the highest 
concentration of suspended solids, fifty percent of all particles in urban snow, in the smallest 
particle size measured 4-6µm.  The concentration of particles was found to decrease with an 
increase in particle size, and the total amount of particles of all particle sizes increased with an 
increase in traffic (Reinosdotter and Viklander, 2007a) (Table 1). 
 
Roads with high traffic loads therefore had higher concentrations of metals in the snow (Table 2) 
and a tendency for metals to favor adhesion to smaller particles (Reinosdotter and Viklander, 
2006).  This is because sorption can only occur on a particles surface.  The more fine the SS 
particle, the greater its surface area per unit volume will be, giving it a greater chance to adsorb 
metal ions.  Viklander (1997A; Reinosdotter, 2007) found the largest metal content to be 
connected to particles smaller than 75µm, with metal content seeming to decrease with 
increasing particle size. 
 
Table 1: Average number of SS/L (and standard deviation per particle size) as function of traffic load. The samples were 
taken from Luleå city center snowbanks taken every 14 days during winter 2002-03 (Reinosdotter and Viklander, 2007a).  

Vehicles/
day 

4-6 
µm 

6-9 
µm 

9-15 
µm 

15-25 
µm 

25-40 
µm 

40-120 
µm 

0 17 ± 20 10 ± 14 7 ± 10 3 ± 4 1 ± 1 0.5 ± 0.3
13000 790 ± 550 470 ± 320 230 ± 150 70 ± 40 20 ± 10 7 ± 5 
21900 2450 ± 2200 1240 ± 1120 530 ± 490 140 ± 130 30 ± 30 10 ± 10 
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Table 2: Average concentration and standard deviation for metals versus traffic load. Samples taken from the same sampling 
as Table 1 above (Reinosdotter and Viklander, 2007a) 
Vehicles/day Cu (mg/L) Pb (mg/L) Zn (mg/L) 
0 18 ± 24 14 ± 17 107 ± 138 
13000 295 ± 246 101 ± 92 842 ± 683 
21900 982 ± 1113 208 ± 238 2145 ± 2374 

 

Climate: 
There is a strong positive correlation between the amount of snow that falls in one year and the 
amount of snow deposited (Reinosdotter et al., 2007).  However, even if the same annual amount 
of snow falls in two different years, deposited snow amounts (Figure 2) and contaminant 
concentrations in the snow deposited can differ.  Lower contaminant concentrations are expected 
in a year with fewer but more intense snow fall events when compared to a year having the same 
amount of snow with multiple smaller snow events.  This is due to the quickness of snow 
removal in the year with heavy snowfall events, leading to the removed snow having less 
exposure to contaminants and less melt before removal (Skogsberg, 2005).  The temperature 
during and just after the snowfall can also be important for removal activities (Reinosdotter et 
al., 2007), and determining if salt or sand is used as the anti-skid material. 
 

 
Figure 2: Snowfall amounts in mm/yr compared to the amount of snow deposited in the city snow deposit for Luleå between 

1994 and 2001 (Reinosdotter et al., 2007). 
 

Snow handling: 
Snow handling practices determine; the time it takes snow to be cleared from streets, allowable 
height of snowbanks (Reinosdotter, 2007) and which anti-skid material (salt, chemicals or 
grit/sand) is used on the streets (Viklander, 1997b).  Snow handling also includes the transport 
and storage (dumping) of the snow (Westerlund and Viklander, 2007).  An important snow 
handling decision that effects the safety of drivers and environmental effects of snowmelt is the 
choice of anti-skid material.  Urban snow deposits in areas using salt as a de-icer were found to 
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have higher dissolved metal concentrations than deposits in areas using sand and grit (Appendix 
1).  This is due to a decrease in SS, and alkalinity allowing a lower pH in snow removed from 
salt treated streets (Reinosdotter, 2007). 
 

Contaminant Flow through Groundwater: 
According to Reinosdotter et al. (2007), the mobility of contaminants in groundwater depends 
on: soil texture, humus content, water quality and to some extent other geochemical factors.  Soil 
texture refers to the grain size distribution which controls soil structure, or the arrangement of 
soil particles, and the way in which they fit together and interact (Freeze and Cherry, 1979).  Soil 
texture directly affects the porosity of a soil, the smaller the grain size, the lower the porosity 
will be (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). The porosity of a soil is very important to the hydraulic 
conductivity and permeability of a soil (Freeze and Cherry, 1979), which effects water transport 
through the soil. 
 
Contaminants are most mobile, or bio-available, in the dissolved/soluble state and as a general 
rule bio-availability in the solid phase decreases as the size of the particle increases.  There is 
also a large difference in the mobility of soluble or insoluble contaminants in the groundwater.   
Reactions within the soil slow contaminant movement through sorption (sometimes referred to as 
filtering).  Sorption is when a water carried substance (e.g. a contaminant) interacts with the soil 
in such a way that the contaminant bonds to the soil particle or is removed to non-circulating 
liquid within the soil structure.  Desorption is usually a much slower reaction which describes a 
contaminant being released from the soil or non-circulating liquid in the soil structure to the free 
moving groundwater.   Sorption of positively charged contaminants into the soil structure and 
associated non-circulating liquid is often a measure of cation exchange capacity which is 
proportional to the amount of clay and organic carbon in the soil.  Sorption therefore slows 
contaminant spread, but is often only a delay and can cause the soil and associated non-
circulating liquid to become the contaminant source if the original contaminant source is cleaned 
or taken away (Dominico and Schwartz, 1998; Janssen et al., 2003; Monteith et al., 2007; Oberts 
2000; Pitt et al., 1999; Reinosdotter et al., 2007).   
 
Sorption and desorption reactions are pH dependent, for example, if the pH in a soil decreases 
the bonding sites available for contaminants with positive surface charges decreases allowing 
more dissolved particles to pass through the soil.  This may also lead to a soil and its associated 
non-circulating liquid releasing adsorbed ions back to the dissolved mobile phase (Dominico and 
Schwartz, 1998; Pitt et al., 1999).   
 

Aquifer Contamination and Vulnerability: 
Groundwater is less prone to contamination than surface water due to the filtering and bio-
geochemical reactions that take place in both the soil in the unsaturated zone, and the soil within 
an aquifer.  However, there are limitations to the filtration capacity of these soils.  An aquifer’s 
vulnerability is a measure of the ability of the layers above the aquifer to filter contaminants out 
of the recharge water.  The thicker the unsaturated zone or the slower the water movement 
through the soil of the unsaturated zone, the better the chance is that contaminants will be, at 
least temporarily, removed from groundwater recharge thus decreasing aquifer vulnerability 
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(Younger, 2007; Pitt et al., 1999).   A low vulnerability aquifer is defined as having; a large 
depth between the soil surface and the groundwater level, a clay layer between the soil surface 
and the groundwater level to keep quick infiltration from occurring, the soil between the soil 
surface and the groundwater level having granular soil grains to prevent cracks and fishers, and 
or high groundwater volumes to dilute incoming pollution (Younger, 2007; Pitt et al., 1999). The 
expanding use of groundwater makes it important to keep aquifers clean of contaminants.  One 
problem with groundwater pollution is that it is out of sight which can make the spatial 
distribution of contaminants unknown.  Contaminated shallow aquifers often drain into surface 
water bodies (Fitts, 2002; Hill, 2004).  Deep groundwater is less vulnerable to contaminants due 
to filtering in the soil layers above, however most of the groundwater used for drinking is from 
shallow aquifers (Fitts, 2002). 
 
Since kinetic reactions for sorption are often irreversible and desorption happens much slower in 
comparison to mass transport contaminant lifetimes in an aquifer become long.  Unfortunately, 
once groundwater or the soil is contaminated, it is very expensive and difficult to clean-up. Even 
today’s best technologies usually cannot completely clean an aquifer. (Fitts, 2002; Hill, 2004; 
Dominico and Schwartz, 1998; Schwartz and Zang, 2003). 
 

Environmental Effects of Contaminants in Urban Snow: 
 
Plants can show reduced biomass or shifts in dominant species as a result of stresses applied by 
contaminants from urban snow. The changes in amount or type of flora in an area can result in a 
species shift in fauna.  Most effects on fauna are sub-lethal causing changes in animal and human 
behavior rather than death.  Some of these sub-lethal effects can be seen at low pollution levels 
due to bio-accumulation and bio-magnification (Oberts, 1994; Oberts et al. 2000). 
 
Bio-accumulation during primary production and bio-magnification from secondary production 
is the total measure of accumulation of contaminants when absorption rates are greater than 
transpiration and excretion.  The bio-magnification in fauna results from respiration using about 
90% of the energy ingested.  The contaminants stay in the body with the last 10% of bio-mass 
uptake, resulting in ten times stronger contaminant levels for each trophic level higher in the 
ecosystem.  For lakes, primary production occurs in phytoplankton, which can be consumed by 
zooplankton (optional step) or planktivorous species (fish), which can then be consumed by 
piscivores or omnivorous fish species  (optional step), which are then consumed by larger 
predators (Jeppesen et al., 2005).  
 
It is also important to take into account that the total loads of pollutants and nutrients are more 
important in slow moving waters (lentic systems) of lakes and ponds, while contaminant 
concentrations are of more importance for fast moving waters of rivers and streams (lotic 
systems) (Oberts et al., 2000).   
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Site Description: 

Location 
The existing AGSD is located in Luleå, northern Sweden (Figure 3) and this is also the proposed 
location for the new PSCP.  The annual precipitation of the area is about 600 mm out of which 
35-40 % is snow (Raaband Vedin, 1995).  
 
The proposed permeable snow cooling plant (PSCP) is planned to be within the red square on 
Figure 4, this is a forested area next to a cleared area that is currently used for an above ground 
snow deposit (AGSD) located within the green circle on Figure 4.  The proposed PSCP site is 
mostly in glacial till (blue areas, Figure 4), a poorly sorted rock and soil which make up most of 
the local hills, while the current AGSD is located mostly on clay (white areas, Figure 4) which 
makes up most of the low-lying valley areas on the map.  The AGSD is known to have 
contaminated soil (Viklander, 1997b), while the forest is assumed to be a clean environment.   
 

 
Figure 3: Location of Luleå from 
Reinosdotter, (2007). 
 

Figure 4: Proposed location of snow cooling plant.  Blue areas represent 
till, white areas represent clay, the green circle shows the current AGSD site, 
while the red box is the proposed PSCP area. 

 
The proposed PSCP is located on the forested hill rather than the flat already contaminated and 
cleared land of the current AGSD. This decision was based on till being a much more stable 
building material than clay, and the city choosing to keep the current AGSD for excess snow.  
 
A sample hole dug in the area identified the soil as a sandy silt in the first two meters and below 
that a silty sand to four meters down.   The water table and the bedrock base under the soil layer 
were not detected by a geo-radar, which scanned to the depth of 6 meters.  The level for bedrock 
below the till is estimated from a map to be between 12 to 18 meters below the surface.  This 
means that the groundwater level should be below the base of the proposed PSCP.   
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A topographic map of the area shows, a surface water divide at the top of a hill about 300 meters 
upstream, while the surface area contributing runoff and groundwater infiltration upstream of the 
deposit is about 100 meters wide. This suggests current groundwater recharge up-stream of the 
snow deposit should be minimal.  There are some small slow moving streams 200 meters down-
stream from the snow deposit that flow into a lake 1 kilometer down-stream from the location.  
The average slope in the area is 1:20.   
 
Just down the hill from the snow deposit is a large flat peat bog.  The clay in this bog is iron 
oxide rich with orange soil indicating that the soil should be able to buffer metal dispersion to the 
recipient. 

Snow Handling Procedures in Luleå: 
In Sweden, state roads are controlled by the National Road Administration which applies salt as 
anti-skid material on highways.  Municipalities are responsible for choosing their snow handling 
techniques from slipperiness control to dumping strategies.  As it is a municipal activity, the 
snow handling procedures are funded by the city budget which can affect road care and snow 
removal.   
 
There is little to no environmental regulation enforcement over snow deposits in Sweden.  
However, the EU water framework directive sets an objective of good ecological status in all 
water bodies of the European Union until 2015 (Reinosdotter, 2007).  But, the Swedish National 
Road Administrations safety goal of zero traffic fatalities (Reinosdotter, 2007) necessitating the 
use of anti-skid materials along with town budget restraints may work against this EU water 
framework directive.   
 
Snow handling procedures for Luleå are: only sand and gravel are used for anti-skid material, 
and contractors are required to clear snow from the roads, within 8 hours, when 5cm to 10cm of 
snow has fallen (Reinosdotter et al., 2003).  They are also to remove snowbanks when they 
exceed 0.5m in height (Reinosdotter et al., 2003).  
 

Volume and Design of the Luleå PSCP: 
Total snow removed from the roads and deposited in Luleå is between 200-300,000 m3/yr.  The 
proposed PSCP is designed to hold 200,000 m3 of snow.  It will be 10 meters deep having a 
bottom 6 meters under the ground level and banks built 4 meters above the (current) ground 
level.  The dimensions of the proposed snow cooling plant are 40 meters wide by 80 meters long 
on the bottom, with banks rising at a 1:4 slope resulting in a top surface area of 120 meters wide 
and 160 meters long.  When in operation the water level should be maintained at 4 meters above 
the bottom of the PSCP (Kjell, Skogsberg, Snowpower AB, Pers. Com, 2008).  The surface area 
at the PSCP water level is just over 8000 m2, and this area (A) will be used for the PSCP 
infiltration calculations.  It is assumed that the groundwater level is well below the PSCP base. 
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AGSD Pollutant Pathways and Urban Snow Contaminants: 
This section describes the general pollutant pathways for an above ground snow deposit 
(AGSD), followed by a brief description of the common urban snow contaminants (chloride, 
phosphorous, nitrogen, organic contaminants and metals described) and their known 
environmental effects.  
 
An AGSD contributes meltwater through groundwater infiltration and surface runoff.  Infiltration 
rates for AGSDs vary from 0-100% depending on soil properties and the initial soil water 
content if the soil freezes before snow is placed in the AGSD (Oberts et al., 2000) (Figure 5).  
Snowmelt will flow through the infiltration (percolation/infiltration) pollutant pathway until the 
soil under the deposit nears saturation, at which point surface runoff volumes increase according 
to Oberts et al., (2000);  however if the melt rate is high and the infiltration capacity of the soil is 
low the main snowmelt pollutant pathway should be surface water flow.  An AGSDs surface 
runoff can have high kinetic energy during rain on snow events.  A high runoff flow will allow 
larger SS grains and a larger load of SS to transport with the surface water runoff when 
compared to a lower (normal) surface flow rate.  Light runoff flows still carry fine SS, though 
most SS will be deposited as sediment below the deposit (Oberts, 1994; Oberts, 2000; 
Westerstrom, 1984; Westerlund et al., 2003). 

 
Figure 5:  Model of pollutant pathways for water from an AGSD, dark arrows are polluted water, clear arrows are clean 

water,  the dashed line indicates the groundwater level. 
 
 

Chloride (from salt): 
The meltwater from a snow deposit in an area that uses salt (NaCl) as an anti-skid material on 
roads can have many environmental effects.  Soil does not filter salts out of percolating 
meltwater well since sodium and chloride are very soluble making these contaminants more 
likely to stay in the aqueous phase (AKA a conservative contaminant).  Instead salts, which still 
can be present in a soil matrix, will often dissolve into percolating water.  The release of salt 
from a soil matrix (with higher than normal salt content) causes an increase in the salt content of 
water percolating through the soil..  Therefore,  the high solubility of chloride causes snowmelt 
from roads treated with salt to have a high likelihood of contaminating groundwater with high 
chloride levels.  Groundwater with too high salt concentrations is no longer fit for drinking, and 
if used for irrigation can be detrimental to plant growth. The low alkalinity of salt allows an 
acidic (low pH) first flush of contaminants out of a snowpack.  The low pH in melt-water from 
salt treated roads also allows salt to change the soil structure with sodium being involved in 
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cation exchange reactions that replace multi-valent ions of calcium and magnesium in the soil.  
These metals are then release to the dissolved form.  An increase in calcium and magnesium 
increases water hardness (Oberts, 1994; Oberts et al., 2000; Pitt et al., 1999).   
 
The change in soil structure from the low pH melt allows organic carbon (OC) to stay in the 
dissolved form (DOC) (Monteith et al., 2007).  This DOC has a negative charge and may 
complex with metals, making metals more bio-available to plants which leads to the negative 
consequences listed in the metals section.  Soil fertility is also reduced when OC is released from 
soil as DOC.   
 
When acidic meltwater, with high levels of dissolved contaminants, flows through the surface 
water pathway to a surface water recipient stress is applied to aquatic life.  High salt content can 
cause a more stable stratification of lakes than temperature stratification, leading to oxygen 
deficiency in non-circulating strata (Oberts, 1994; Oberts et al., 2000).  Road salt is often applied 
with cyanide as an anti-caking additive which can be of concern since it is highly toxic.    
 

Grit: 
Grit (sand) as an alternative to salt has a higher alkalinity, allowing it to function as a buffer, 
changing the pH of meltwater to near neutral and allowing metals to adsorb onto SS particles.  
However, using grit as an anti-skid material greatly increases the SS content in urban snow 
(Viklander, 1997; Westerlund et al., 2003). 
 

Phosphorus: 
Phosphorus (P) levels in snow are about equal to phosphorus levels in rain.  However, the longer 
the snow stays on the ground the higher the phosphorus levels become.  This often results in high 
phosphorus loads in snow deposits.  However, this is not a large concern for groundwater as 
phosphorus has low solubility.  Phosphorus often undergoes phosphorus fixation, resulting in 
secondary mineral formation or precipitate as it migrates through the unsaturated zone.  
Phosphorus fixation rates reduce over time as the number of binding sites decreases (Pitt et al., 
1999).  Low phosphorus solubility therefore  leads to little to no documented health problems 
related to phosphorus in groundwater (Dominico and Schwartz, 1998; Pitt et al., 1999). 
 
Surface runoff is the main transport mechanism for phosphorus to migrate to surface water 
recipients.  For an AGSD with a surface discharge into a surface water recipient, the aquatic 
environment will acclimatize to increased phosphorus loads quickly as most fresh water aquatic 
ecosystems are phosphorus limited.  One common response is a speciation shift due to higher 
production levels.  Increased phosphorus levels lead to higher bio-mass in plankton and 
planktivorous fish (Jeppesen et al., 2005).  An increase in the primary production of a recipient 
will also make the recipient more eutrophic resulting in cloudier waters.     
 

Nitrogen: 
Nitrogen (N), unlike phosphorus, is highly soluble and will stay in the aqueous form during 
percolation and infiltration.  However, in the soil and groundwater denitrification by nitrate 
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respiring bacteria can change aqueous N to N2 gas reducing the contaminant potential.   Aqueous 
nitrogen concentrations are usually low resulting in low groundwater contamination potential 
(Pitt et al., 1999), but if the concentration of aqueous nitrogen is high the groundwater 
contamination potential will also be high.  Such was the case for a study in urban Florida which 
found roadway runoff to be the major source of nitrogen contamination in groundwater (Pitt et 
al., 1999).   
 
For a surface water recipient, there is a constant natural nitrogen flow into lakes by rivers and 
streams which limits the effect of anthropogenic changes in nitrogen loads.  Denitrification 
processes in lakes are constantly sending N as N2 into the atmosphere (Jeppesen et al., 2005), 
while, cyanobacteria or blue-green bacteria are taking N2 out of the atmosphere to become 
aqueous nitrogen in a lake. 
 

Organic contaminants: 
The main organic contaminants in urban snow are petroleum hydrocarbons as a result of oil from 
traffic. Benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene (BTEX) and polynuclear aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAH’s) are compounds from oil which are extremely soluble in water.  Once in 
an aquifer volitization is limited due to a lack of air movement in the saturated zone and there are 
few microbes to digest organics (Dominico and Schwartz, 1998; Hill, 2004; Pitt et al., 1999). 
 
There are some oil additives with low water solubility that can get trapped in soil and rocks 
while percolating through the unsaturated zone.  This adherence to surfaces in the unsaturated 
zone will reduce concentrations in the aquifer.  Many of the solvents used in fuels, such as 
carbon tetrachloride have specific gravities greater than 1 making them dense non-aqueous phase 
liquid DNAPL’s which are contaminants that are relatively insoluble and sink to the bottom of 
an aquifer since they are heavier than groundwater, making them hard to remediate  (Dominico 
and Schwartz, 1998; Hill, 2004; Pitt et al., 1999). 
 

Metals: 
The bio-availability of metals is affected by speciation, which is controlled by pH. The solubility 
of most metals increases as pH decreases.  However, metals have low solubility at the pHs found 
in natural waters.  This allows metals to be filtered or precipitated out of water when passing 
through the unsaturated zone if not already attached to SS.  In most soils and filters there is 
competition between different metals and cations for binding sites, which affects sorption 
(Janssen et al., 2003; Pitt et al., 1999; Ruby et al., 1999).  For example, zinc toxicity in algae 
cells was found to decrease when calcium, magnesium or sodium are present or when the pH is 
lowered. (Janssen et al., 2003). 
 
Metals often tightly bind to solids in aquifers, having a slow release rate if any. Metal 
concentrations in an aquifer are assumed low due to their high sorption and ion exchange rates to 
SS and soils. However, Pitt et al. (1999) amends this by stating that higher than normal metal 
concentrations can exist in an aquifer if, the pH and/or dissolved oxygen rates fluctuate; 
unfavorable conditions for sorption, oxidation, ion exchange or chemical precipitation is present; 
or the flow rate through the unsaturated zone is high.  
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Isabelle et al. (1987) found that wetland plant seedlings germination and growth were negatively 
effected by metals, resulting in lower biomass.  Meltwater discharge onto wetlands could then 
result in biodiversity loss or/and in species shifts. Trace metals are also toxic to humans at 
relatively low concentrations leading to severe health problems due to their tendency to 
accumulate in the body.  However, metals of iron, chromium, copper, cobalt, manganese, 
molybdenum, nickel, selenium, vanadium, and zinc are essential nutrients for the body and are 
found in water and food sources, but high concentrations of these metals are also harmful 
(Dominico and Schwartz, 1998; Hill, 2004; Janssen et al., 2003; Ruby et al., 1999). 
 
Different metals react in different ways, which make some more harmful than others.  One metal 
of high concern in urban snowmelt is lead.  Adsorption to SS during snowmelt usually keeps 
lead in a deposit from polluting the groundwater, but some lead will leach through the soil. 
Environmental concerns led to the phasing out of leaded gasoline, which resulted in reduced lead 
concentrations in urban snow. However, there are still measurable amounts of lead in snow 
deposits (Oberts et al., 2000).  
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 Pollutant Pathway and Environmental Changes with a PSCP: 
The previous section on AGSDs described the pollutant pathways of a traditional snow deposit, 
the contaminants within urban snow and the environmental concerns related to a contaminants 
ability to migrate through the pollutant pathways.  This section now describes the design 
differences between an AGSD and a PSCP, and how the design changes effect the pollutant 
pathways which in turn change the environmental concerns resulting from contaminant 
migration.  There may also be a reduction in net atmospheric greenhouse gas contributions when 
a PSCP is compared with an AGSD.    
 
A permeable snow cooling Plant (PSCP), with banks higher than the surrounding ground, will 
block the surface water pathway of an AGSD, trapping SS within the PSCP (Figure 6).  A PSCP 
can also filter or treat contaminated water in the piping system before being rejected or re-
circulated through the snow deposit.  The water levels inside and outside the PSCP will control 
the flow direction through the PSCP sides (Skogsberg, 2005) (Figure 7).  Depending on 
groundwater and PSCP water levels a PSCP may lose more dissolved contaminants through its 
sides than an AGSD (dependent on melt rate) to groundwater infiltration.  If percolation or the 
groundwater flow rate through a snow cooling plant (SCP) is expected to be high, then the plant 
should be equipped with a liner (Skogsberg, 2005).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Pollutant pathways for an AGSD located above a sloping groundwater level (left) and for a PSCP located under a 
sloping groundwater level (equipped with filter, pump and heat exchanger (right).  The dashed line is the groundwater level, light 

arrows are clean water, dark arrows are polluted water, and the gray arrow is moderately polluted water. 

 
The ideal site for a PSCP is a flat area with a constant year round water table near the soil 
surface.  In this scenario water would be pumped out of the PSCP, which would force outside 
water to move into the PSCP (Figure 7a), rather than a contaminated flow out of the PSCP.  
Figure 7 illustrates how the water level inside and outside a PSCP controls contaminant flow.  
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Figure 7: Examples of different groundwater table positions in relation to PSCP water levels where black arrows indicate 

contaminated water flow and white arrows indicate clean water flow: A) Groundwater level is above the water level within the 
PSCP; groundwater flowing into the PSCP (ideal case), B) Groundwater level is below the water level in the PSCP but above the 
base of the PSCP, C) Groundwater level is below the bottom of the PSCP (worst case), and D) Groundwater level is intersecting 

the PSCP at an angle with some groundwater flowing through the sides. 

Groundwater Contamination: 
Building a PSCP instead of an AGSD will result in higher vulnerability to an aquifer due to a 
reduction in the distance between the groundwater level and the bottom of the snow deposit.  
This will reduce the filtering capacity of the soil above an aquifer.  This reduced filtering 
increases the risk of nitrogen, chloride, organic contaminants and metals contaminating an 
aquifer when compared to an AGSD, if the filtering processes in the piping system are 
ineffective at reducing the dissolved contaminant load. 
 

Surface Water Contamination: 
The surface water contamination of a PSCP should be greatly reduced when compared to an 
AGSD because a PSCP will block the surface water pollutant pathway.  Contaminants moving 
through the groundwater by use of the infiltration pollutant pathway will eventually feed into 
surface water recipients.  However, the surface water quality from contaminated groundwater 
flow should be much better than surface water quality resulting from contaminated surface 
runoff from the same contaminant source due to groundwater being filtered in the alluvium.  

Phosphorus: 
If a PSCP is used rather than an AGSD, the phosphorus flowing into a recipient from the reject 
water can be filtered.  The particulate phosphorus form will stay in the PSCP decreasing total 
phosphorus available for movement, while the dissolved phosphorus portion can move through 
the groundwater, but may take years, decades or centries to get to a surface water recipient.  This 
time delay is due to the low solubility of phosphorus resulting in phosphorus fixation, 
precipitation, or the forming of secondary minerals as dissolved phosphorus migrates through the 
unsaturated zone.   
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Therefore, if a PSCP rather than an AGSD is built on a new site, there will be less expected 
changes in the trophic state of eventual surface water recipients due to less phosphorus flowing 
through the pollutant pathways. 
 
The influence on phosphorus loads from a snow deposit on its surface water recipient may be 
very large or small depending on the phosphorus contributions from other sources.   However, 
due to internal loading of phosphorus if an AGSD is closed or replaced by a PSCP, a reduction in 
primary production caused by the decrease in external phosphorus loading on a recipient will 
usually take 10 to 15 years (Jeppesen et al., 2005).    

Greenhouse Gases: 
If an AGSD is replaced by a PSCP at the same distance away from an urban center a PSCP  will 
decrease total greenhouse gas emissions by reducing the amount of electricity needed to meet 
cooling demands, assuming that chillers driven by electricity is the alternative.  Even if the 
cooling energy used is produced in a clean way, the energy (electricity) demand for the cooling 
of buildings will be reduced.  However, in Sweden when counting CO2 credits for snow removal, 
the CO2 load from the transportation of the snow to the deposit will remain on the snow clearing 
account without credit for reducing the CO2 (energy) demand from the cooling customer 
(Skogsberg, 2005). 
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Theory: 
Below are the steps to estimate the contaminant load, and the snowmelt concentrations of urban 
pollutants and nutrients for the snow deposits outlined. The way to differentiate the  pollutant 
pathways for two types of snow deposits; an existing AGSD and a proposed PSCP located above 
the groundwater level is also shown.  The general method should be applicable for snow deposits 
at any location; however, as mentioned in the preceding review, differences in climate, traffic, 
snow handling procedures, soil properties, height and slope of the water table and distance to a 
surface water recipient, must be adopted to specific sites. First the total mass of SS, chloride, 
nitrogen, phosphorus and metals, along with the fraction of contaminants in the dissolved and 
particulate forms are estimated for the snow deposits.  Meltwater (pollutant) pathways depend on 
the type of deposit, expected melt rate and the soil at the location, (primarily its hydraulic 
conductivity); therefore melt rates and infiltration capacities are estimated for an AGSD and a 
PSCP in soils with different characteristics.  
 
Meltwater is a cooling resource so the possible loss of water through the base of a PSCP should 
also be determined to assure that this loss is small compared to the total meltwater mass. Finally 
a sensitivity analysis of the contaminants horizontal transport times (assuming the contaminants 
to be conservative. using a combination of hydraulic conductivities, effective porosities and 
hydraulic gradients representative for the area is performed.  
 

Total Contaminant Load and Concentration for a Deposit: 
One of the most important inputs when planning the location of a snow deposit is determining 
how much of a contaminant is expected in the dissolved form and how much should remain in 
particulate form (Reinosdotter and Viklander, 2005). Before this can be done, the total 
contaminant load for a snow deposit must be estimated.   
 
The Pollutant mass (kg) is determined by multiplying the snow contaminant concentration   
ConcDP (kg, m-3) by the deposited snow volume VolumeDP (m3) and the ratio between snow ρSnow 

(kg m-3) and water density ρWater (kg m-3)  
 

Water
Snow

DPVolumeDPConcmassPollutant 
ρ
ρ

∗=  Eq (1)

 
The estimates of total contaminant load from Eq. (1) require the input of the contaminant 
concentration in urban snow. The best source for contaminant concentrations would come from 
samples within the actual snow deposit. However, the snow in a deposit is packed very tight, 
contains grit and sand and is several meters thick. Such samples are therefore difficult to take, 
and do not appear to be available from any prior study.   
 
The Swedish road authority provides a table of expected concentrations for road runoff 
(Reinosdotter, 2007).  The snow in a deposit is removed from roads and could be expected to 
have similar contaminant concentrations.  Results from Westerlund’s (2007) study on snow 
removed from a street with 6,500 vehicles/day indicate that the heavy metal concentrations in 
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snow melt runoff fell within the expected range for road runoff, while SS concentrations of snow 
runoff were much higher than typical (rain) runoff. 
 
However, Reinosdotter (2007) found that the accumulation of contaminants in snow will, 
periodically, result in much higher snowmelt runoff contaminant concentrations than the values 
given for rainwater runoff.  This makes the Swedish Road Administration’s expected road runoff 
contaminant concentrations underestimate actual snowmelt contaminant concentrations, resulting 
in higher than expected snowmelt contaminant concentrations being released into the 
environment.  Expected snowmelt runoff concentrations derived from meltwater runoff tests are 
in Table 3 below (Viklander 1997, and Reinosdotter and Viklander, 2005). 
 
Table 3: Suggested snowmelt runoff contaminant concentrations from (Reinosdotter and Viklander, 2006) 
Number of Vehicals < 5,000 5,000-10,000 10,000-20,000 > 20,000 
SS mg/l 10-1000 1800-5700 4500-6500 2000-8000 
Cl mg/l 0-3 5-100 4-300 20-1100 
Pb µg/l 2-50 50-150 100-250 150-250 
Zn µg/l 20-250 550-1500 900-3000 650-2000 
Cu µg/l 3-100 150-600 300-850 250-1000 

These are average maximum and minimum values from three tests on snow drilled out of snowbanks along the road-side in 
Luleå.  Two of the studies were conducted by (Reinosdotter and Viklander, 2005).  The other study was done by Maria Viklander 
(1997).  

Large variations in metal content with large standard deviations can occur in snow over the same 
winter season (Reinosdotter, 2007).  Depending on the climate (storm snowfall totals and 
temperature) and snow handling procedures of a city, the maximum and minimum 
concentrations may need to be considered (Reinosdotter, 2007).  Contaminant concentration 
estimates and standard deviations for chloride and suspended solids are uncertain since the use of 
de-icing chemicals and anti-skid materials are not defined and have a large effect on snowmelt 
contaminant concentrations (Reinosdotter, 2007).  Therefore the use of such tables is difficult to 
justify. 
 
Table 4: Measured pH, SS, N, P, Cl and selected metal concentrations with standard deviations, in snowmelt from roads with 
high and low traffic load in Luleå city (Combined from Reinosdotter and Viklander, 2006; Viklander, 1993; 1997). 
Traffic Load  Low High 
pH  7.3 ± 0.38 8.3 ± 0.36 
SS mg/l 4471 ± 3144 7889 ± 6744 
N tot mg/l 3.8 ± 1.1 3.8 ± 1.1 
Cl mg/l 4.4 ± 2.8 20 ± 15 
Cu tot µg/l 310 ± 245 1022 ± 1089 
Cu dis µg/l 4.5 ± 2.45 7.0 ± 5.3 
Pb tot µg/l 119 ± 87 217 ± 232 
Pb dis µg/l 0.3 ± 0.6 0.08 ± 0.03 
Zn tot µg/l 931 ± 659 2233 ± 2308 
Zn dis µg/l 7.1 ± 6.7 1.5 ± 1.0 
P tot mg/l 1.265 ± 0.6 2.039 ± 1.22 
P dis µg/l 15 ± 17 6 ± 1.4 
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Reinosdotter and Viklander’s, (2006) study on snow samples collected in Luleå, a town not using 
salt, and Sundsvall, a town using salt as anti-skid material, during the winter of 2002/2003 show 
how contamination concentrations in a town’s removed snow can differ with climate and snow 
handling techniques (Appendix 1).  Their study showed a lower standard deviation for snow 
contaminant loads in the Luleå snow deposit (Table 4) when compared to the contaminant 
standard deviations (for any town) in Table 3.   Using these lower standard deviations in 
contaminant calculations allows a smaller variance in likely contaminant values.  It is important 
to note that sites with high traffic and high SS loads were found to have less than 2% copper, 1% 
lead, and 1% zinc dissolved in meltwater (Reinosdotter and Viklander, 2006).  
 
For the contaminant load calculations, the snow deposit mass was based on a snow density of 
500 kg/m3 and a storage volume of 200,000 m3 having a snow storage of 100,000 tons.  The 
snow deposit was estimated to have a 50% high and 50% low traffic ratio for urban snow 
contribution. Since dissolved contaminants were found to have a near constant release with 
meltwater out of snow deposits (Vikalnder, 1997), the expected concentration of dissolved 
contaminants in the meltwater can be calculated.  The highest likely dissolved contaminant 
concentration in the meltwater can also be calculated by adding the contaminants standard 
deviation to the contaminants expected concentration.  Likewise the lowest likely contaminant 
concentrations can be found by subtracting a contaminants standard deviation from it’s expected 
concentration. 
  

Surface and Groundwater Contaminant Transport for an AGSD/PSCP : 
This study only aims to determine the order of magnitude of water fluxes since details of soil 
characteristics are incomplete. Therefore, rather crude assumptions are made regarding the water 
flux.  
 
As mentioned earlier, surface runoff can carry suspended matter while groundwater does not, 
therefore separation of melt-water into infiltrated (percolated) water and surface flux becomes 
important for an AGSD.  For an AGSD most of the snow will melt during the warm season, 
between the end of the snow season and the first snowfall of the next season.  In Luleå, Sweden 
this is about 150 days. When such a deposit is located on a low-permeable soil (dense moraine) 
snowmelt rates will be higher than the soil’s infiltration capacity resulting in surface runoff. 
Therefore, melt rates as well as the infiltration capacity of the soil are needed to separate the flow 
paths for contaminant transport. 
 
The snowmelt rate (m/day) can be determined from the melted snow mass msnow (kg), the base 
area of an AGSD or the surface area at the water level in a PSCP A (m2) and the number of days 
in which the snow in the PSCP or AGSD is melted. 
   

daysA
m

snowmelt snow

⋅
= , Eq (2)

 
Two different A (m2) will be used for an AGSD 20,000 m2 and 40,000 m2 since the surface area 
needed to melt the snow in an AGSD is dependent both on climate and the amount of snow 
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stored in the AGSD.  The A (m2) for a PSCP is dependent on the surface area at the water level in 
the PSCP and will be set to the design size of 8000 m2 found in the location section of this 
report. 
 
Snowmelt in excess of the infiltration capacity is assumed to become surface runoff. Therefore, 
surface runoff proportions are a function of deposit area, soil hydraulic conductivity and 
expected melt time. 

Infiltration for an AGSD/PSCP: 
A rough estimate of the snowmelt infiltration capacity QZ (m3/day) can be based on Darcy’s Law 
in the vertical direction for a PSCP/AGSD, where k is the soil’s vertical hydraulic conductivity 

(m/sec), 
dz
dh (m/m) is the hydraulic gradient:  

 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛∗−=

dz
dhAkQZ *  Eq (3)

 
The following assumptions are made:   
 

• the soil is assumed homogenous and isotropic,  
• the effect of frozen pore space is disregarded,  
• infiltration is assumed to take place only through the base area of the plant/deposit, 
• only vertical flux is assumed, 

• the hydraulic gradient is assumed 1=
dz
dh , 

• the saturated hydraulic conductivity is used even if the soil initially is unsaturated (when 
located above the groundwater table), 

• the hydraulic conductivity values determined for normal groundwater temperatures are 
used even though the meltwater is near freezing, 

• the influence of possible differences in water density due to high content of salt or other 
contaminants is disregarded.  

 
The vertical water (contaminant) front advancement velocity Vz(m/day) with neff as the effective 
porosity of the soil can be determined by:  
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Many snow deposits due to glacial recession will be built on till (moraine), a soil with a low 
porosity and low hydraulic conductivity.  Since the soil in glacial deposits can range from a 
dense moraine to sandy till, the soil properties should be between that of clay and sand (Table 5).   
The porosity of moraines is usually less than 17%, with an average effective porosity below 5%.  
They also have generally low hydraulic conductivity, between 10–7 and 10–9 ms–1 according to 
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Salonen et al. (2002) as cited by Mälkki, (2006). Some sandy till with an estimated hydraulic 
conductivity of 2⋅10-5 was found in the moraine sediment at the Luleå site.  Taking this into 
consideration, the hydraulic conductivity of sandy till is used to calculate the highest expected 
water (contaminant) transport velocity while the lowest expected transport velocities are 
calculated using  k (10-9 m/s). 
 
 

Table 5: Soil properties of clay and silty soil based on Freeze and Cherry (1979) and Fetter (1999) 

Soil Type K (m/sec) Porosity neff Bulk Density (g/cm3) 
Clay 10-13 - 10-10 0.4-0.6 0.0-0.05 1.2-1.8 
Silty Soil 10-11 - 10-7 0.35-0.5 0.03-0.2 1.1-1.8 
Sand 10-9 - 10-5 0.2-0.5 0.1-.35 1.3-1.9 
  

Horizontal Contaminant Transport Rates through Soil: 
Since all contaminants are assumed to be conservative, they are assumed to travel with the same 
average velocity as the water in the soil. The horizontal velocity of the water in the soil Vx 
(m/day) is: 
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where 
dx
dh (m/m) is the hydraulic gradient 

 
Diffusion may also need to be considered when water velocities are very low and contaminant 
concentration gradients are high. The diffusion rate can be calculated using Fick’s 2nd Law 
where DP is the diffusivity (m2/sec), C = contaminant concentration (g/l), t = time (sec), DL = 
molecular diffusion coefficient about 7*10-10 m2/sec for metals (estimated from values found in 
Fetter, 1999), x = position (m), and w  = the tortuosity factor, which accounts for longer flow 
paths between two points due to water having to flow around particles rather than moving in a 
strait line.  In sand column studies w  was found to be about 0.7 for uniform media (Fetter, 
1993). 
 

C
dx
dDC

t P 2

2

∗=
∂
∂  Eq (6)

where, LeffP DwnD ∗∗=  Eq (7)
 
Once the diffusion rate is calculated the dispersion advection equation (8) can be used to 
calculate contamination concentrations at a given time and distance away from the snow deposit 
(Appendix 2). Equation 8 combines the horizontal transport in groundwater (Equation 5) with the 
contaminants diffusion (Equation 6). 
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Eq (9)where, PXLV DVD ∗∗= α , 
 

 
R is the retardation factor which will be set to one for conservative flow (the worst case scenario) 
in these calculations (Appendix 3), Dv is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient (near zero for 
metals, and Lα  is longitudinal dispersivity [a scale dependent variation to particle path 
heterogeneity which can be estimated to about 0.1 times distance (m) of flow (Fetter, 1999)]. 
 
However, since this paper is looking mostly at metals, which have a very low molecular 
diffusion coefficient, when compared to the water velocities in glacial till, advective transport is 
assumed dominant and diffusion can be neglected.  
 
Therefore, a rough estimate of melt-water advection Vx (m/day) can be made using equation 5 
with the same assumptions used for the infiltration capacity.  However, if the retardation factor 
of a soil is known then equation 8 should be used with or without the hydrodynamic dispersion 
coefficient since advection is dominant.  
 
A sensitivity analysis of time needed for the horizontal contaminant transport velocities to travel 
a distance of 100 meters using equation 8 with a number of different combinations of soil 
parameters (k, neff, dh/dx) was made in order to illustrate the importance of the different soil 
properties.  A reference velocity is calculated for realistic combinations of k (10-8 m/s), neff, (8%) 
and dh/dx (1/100).  
 
Some of the contaminant transport velocities for the sensitivity analysis were calculated using 
both equation 8 and equation 5.  This was done to show how much contaminant transport is 
effected by the hydrodynamic dispersion in till.   
 
A combination of k (2⋅10-5 m/s), neff, (17%) and dh/dx (1/10) values were used to find the highest 
expected velocities through till (denoted max velocities) while a combination of k (10-9 m/s), neff, 
(5%) and dh/dx (1/1000) values were used to find the lowest expected contaminant velocities 
through till (denoted min velocities). The effect of variation in each soil parameter was 
illustrated by setting one soil parameter to its level in the maximum and minimum flow velocity 
calculations while keeping all other soil parameters at their reference calculation values.   
 
The advection dispersion equation was also used to calculate a rough estimate of how long it 
would take dissolved contaminants in the soil at the Luleå site to reach a stream 200 meter down-
gradient from the snow deposit.  Lα  is unknown for the area and will be assumed 20 for the 200 
meter distance.  This calculation also assumes that the ground water level is at the surface having 

a slope ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

dx
dh  of 1/20 and acts as the main influence of the flow carrying contaminants. 

 
Finally, since metals have a very low molecular diffusion coefficient a final calculation was done 
where the hydrodynamic dispersion in equation 9 was increased by 5 orders of magnitude to see 
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how the contaminant transport of an organic compound having a much higher diffusion rate than 
metal would be affected. 
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Results: 
First the contaminant loads and their expected percentages in dissolved and particulate form in 
the Luleå snow deposit are presented.  Then the percentage of yearly meltwater transporting 
contaminants through the infiltration and surface water pathways are calculated.  This section 
ends with a sensitivity analysis for the horizontal transport of contaminants within a glacial till 
aquifer.    

Total Contaminant Load and Concentration for a Deposit: 
The contaminant loads and concentrations for a snow deposit in Luleå, a city in northern 
Sweden, which uses grit as an anti-skid material, have been calculated in Feiccabrino et al. 
(2008), using Reinosdotter’s (2007) and Viklander’s (1997) snow pollution measurements as a 
basis for expected pollution loads in a snow deposit.  The snow deposit is estimated to have a pH of 
7.8 (±0.37) and the estimated contaminant total mass for suspended solids, metals, chloride and 
nutrients (with standard deviations) listed in Table 6.   The mass loads of contaminants in the 
deposit indicate that a high concentration of SS causes most of the metal contaminants to be in 
particulate form (Table 8).  Using the results of table 6 the dissolved contaminants per liter 
meltwater is calculated with maximum and minimum expected contaminant concentrations per 
liter (Table 7).  The average percentage of contaminants in the dissolved, under 2% for all, and 
particulate form along with their dissolved PPB are listed in (Table 8). 
Table 6: (left) Calculated total mass load of SS Cl, N and metals (with standard deviations) in Luleå snow deposit (100,000 
tons) 

Table 6: Calculated total mass load of SS 
Cl, N and metals (with standard deviations) 
in Luleå snow deposit (100,000 tons) 

Table 7: Average pollution per liter water equivalent expected from 
Luleå snow deposit 

 
Substance Mass StDev
SS (tons) 620 490 
Cl (kg) 1,200 890 
N tot (kg) 380 110 
P tot (kg) 170 91 
P dis (kg) 1.1 0.92 
Cu tot (kg) 67 67 
Cu dis (g) 580 390 
Pb tot (kg) 17 16 
Pb dis (g) 19 32 
Zn tot (kg) 160 150 
Zn dis (g) 430 390  

Contaminant Average StDev Min (avg) Max (avg) 
SS (g) 6.2 4.8 1.4 11 
Cl (mg) 12 8.9 3.1 21 
N (g) 3.8 1.1 2.7 4.9 
P tot (g) 1.7 0.91 0.79 2.5 
P dis (mg) 11 9.2 1.8 20 
Cu tot (µg) 670 640 33 1,300 
Cu dis (µg) 5.8 3.9 1.9 9.6 
Pb tot (µg) 170 160 16 330 
Pb dis (µg) 0.19 0.32 0.0 0.51 
Zn tot (µg) 1,600 1500 140 3,100 
Zn dis (µg) 4.30 3.9 0.45 8.2  

 
Table 8: Estimated proportions of metal and P in dissolved and particulate form along with dissolved PPB for the Luleå snow 
deposit. 

Contaminant metal Dissolved form (%) Particulate form (%) Dissolved PPB 
Cu 1.07 98.93 5.8 
Pb 0.14 99.86 0.19 
Zn 0.41 99.59 4.3 
P 0.74 99.26 11 
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Surface and Groundwater Contaminant Transport for an AGSD: 
Estimated infiltration capacities, vertical advancement of the water front and infiltration fluxes 
for two AGSDs with different base areas are shown in Table 9. Hydraulic conductivity ranges for 
till are shown to be very important, with the ability to change infiltration flux by more than three 
orders of magnitude. 
Table 9: Calculated infiltration capacities, vertical advancement and infiltration fluxes for a PSCP and an AGSD with 
different A(m2) and hydraulic conductivities. The snow in the PSCP is expected to last all year while the snow in the AGSD is 
assumed to melt out in 150 days. The estimates are based on an effective porosity of 8% and conductivities for a dense moraine 
and sandy till. 

Hydraulic conductivity (m, sec-1) 1.0 × 10-8 2 × 10-5 
Hydraulic conductivity  (m,day-1) 8.6 × 10-4 1.73 
Infiltration capacity q (mm, day-1) 0.86 1730 
Vertical advancement wetting front Vz (mm, day-1)) 10.8 21,600 
Infiltration AGSD with A = 40,000 m2  Qz (m3, 150 day-1)  5.2 × 103 1.0 × 107 

Infiltration AGSD with A = 20,000 m2  Qz (m3, 150 day-1)  2.6 × 103 5.2 × 106 
Infiltration PSCP with A = 8000 m2  Qz (m3, year-1)  2.5 × 103 5.0 × 106 
 
The melt rates needed to melt a snow mass of 100,000 tons in 150 days for an AGSD with 
different base areas are shown in Table 10. For a “normal” base area of around 20,000 to 40,000 
m2 the melt rate is about 15 to 30 (mm, day-1) while the infiltration capacity for a dense moraine 
is roughly 1 mm per day, so more than 90 percent of snowmelt from an AGSD built on a dense 
moraine is expected to become surface runoff. For the “permeable” sandy moraine the 
infiltration capacity is almost 2000 mm per day, so all meltwater should infiltrate into the soil 
(until the saturated groundwater level rises to slow infiltration). 
 

Infiltration for a PSCP above the Groundwater Level: 
The infiltration capacity for the area under a PSCP is the same as for an AGSD (Table 10), but 
the snow is assumed to last all year.  For an infiltration area of 8000 m2 (as for the planned 
PSCP) the water loss, if the PSCP base is located above the groundwater level, will be around 
2.5 × 103 m3/year on a dense moraine. This constitutes about 2.5% of the total stored snow mass 
(100,000 tons), and is about the same amount of infiltration from an AGSD with a base area of 
20,000 m2 and a 150 day melting period.  For a PSCP located above the groundwater level on a 
sandy till the entire stored melt volume might initially (until the groundwater level is raised to 
the base) percolate through groundwater (Table 10).  This much cold water loss would cause the 
cooling system to not function properly.  
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Table 10: Melt rates required to melt a snow mass of 100 tons in 150 days for an AGSD with different base areas along with 
infiltration capacities for a dense  (k = 1⋅10-8m, sec-1) and the sandy moraine (k = 2⋅10-5m, sec-1) with separation of meltwater 
into surface runoff and groundwater percolation.  

Area Melt rate k Infiltration capacity Surface runoff Infiltration 

(m2) (mm, day-1) (m, s-1) (mm, day-1) (%) (%) 
20,000 33 10-8 0.86 97.4 2.6 
40,000 17 10-8 0.86 94.8 5.2 
800,000 1 10-8 0.86 0.0 100 
400 to 20,000 33 to1667 2*10-5 1728 0.0 100 

 

Horizontal Contaminant Transport Rates through Soil: 
The horizontal transport velocities and the time it would take for the contaminants to travel 100 
meters for a number of different combinations of possible k, neff, dh/dx are displayed in Table 11.  
For the reference contaminant velocity calculated (1.08⋅10-4 m/day) with realistic combinations 
of k (1⋅10-8 m/s), neff, (8%) and dh/dx (1/100) values a contaminant would travel 100 meters in 
about 2500 years. For the maximum contaminant velocity calculated (1.02 m/day) with a 
combination of k (2⋅10-5 m/s), neff, (17%) and dh/dx (1/10) values a contaminant would travel 
100 meters in just over three months. For the minimum contaminant velocity calculated (1.72⋅10-

6 m/day) with a combination of values k (1⋅10-9 m/s), neff, (5%) and dh/dx (1/1000) values it 
would take a contaminant more than 150,000 years to travel 100 meters.  There is a large 
difference between the maximum and minimum velocity travel times, which shows the need to 
have site specific values for soil characteristics and hydraulic gradient.  The effect of variation in 
just one of the variables is illustrated by using the reference values and altering one parameter at 
a time (Table 11).   Table 11 contaminant velocities were calculated using the full advection 
dispersion equation (Equation 8) neglecting retardation, however when the soil parameters are 
changed they react as expected when looking at only the advection part of the equation (Equation 
5).  The three soil parameters of k, neff, dh/dx are all multiples in equation 5 and would appear to 
be of equal importance. However, since there is low variance in the likely values for effective 
porosity, hydraulic gradient (variable with the slope of the groundwater table), and hydraulic 
conductivity (varying by more than 3 orders of magnitude) are more important in the actual 
calculations. 
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Table 11: The influence of the hydraulic conductivity, K, the effective porosity neff, and the hydraulic gradient, dh/dx on the 
Darcy velocity, the average contaminant transport velocity and the time it will take for a contaminant to travel 100 m.  

  k neff dh/dx Distance vcontaminant Time 
 (m/s) (m/day) (-) (-) (m) (m/day) (years) 
Ref 10-8 8.6⋅10-4 0.08 0.010 100 1.1⋅10-4 2500 
Max velocities* 2⋅10-5 1.73 0.17 0.100 100 1.0 0.27 
Min velocities** 10-9 8.6⋅10-5 0.05 0.001 100 1.7⋅10-6 160,000 
Ref, but high  K 2⋅10-5 1.73 0.08 0.010 100 2.2⋅10-1 1.3 
Ref, but low K 10-9 8.6⋅10-5 0.08 0.010 100 1.1⋅10-5 25,000 
Ref, but high dh/dx 10-8 8.6⋅10-4 0.08 0.100 100 1.1⋅10-3 250 
Ref, but low dh/dx 10-8 8.6⋅10-4 0.08 0.001 100 1.1⋅10-5 25,000 
Ref, but high neff 10-8 8.6⋅10-4 0.17 0.010 100 5.1⋅10-5 5400 
Ref, but low neff 10-8 8.6⋅10-4 0.05 0.010 100 1.7⋅10-4 1600 
 
 
The difference in contaminant transport values in the sensitivity analysis when using the 
advection dispersion equation (Equation 8) compared to values when Equation 5 is used are 
small and support skipping the larger equation (Equation 8) when calculating the contaminant 
transport of metals.  For example, when using Equation 5 for the reference calculation in Table 
11 there was no change to the 2500 years calculated for contaminant travel over 100 meters. If 
calculating the contaminant migration of a contaminant using the reference values, but a much 
higher diffusion rate than metal (5 orders of magnitude higher) the time it takes for the full 
contaminant concentration to make it 100 meters down stream is only changed by 3 months, 
which is insignificant to the 2500 years total transport time. However dispersion is more 
important when tracking lower contaminant values in the spread of a plume rather than the time 
it takes for the contaminant concentration to be equal to the initial concentration at a set distance.   
  
For the Luleå site, the advection dispersion equation with the slope of the aquifer equal to the 
slope of the hill would result in the full pollution concentration reaching the stream 200 meters 
away in just over 1 year if k = 2⋅10-5, while it takes over 1014 years if the soil k = 1⋅10-8. 
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Discussion: 
The main difference in environmental impact between a permeable snow cooling plant (PSCP) 
and an above ground snow deposit (AGSD) are caused by changes in pollutant pathways.  The 
PSCP traps all suspended solids (SS) within its walls, controlling the spread of SS phase 
contaminants which could be swept downstream with the surface water discharge from an 
AGSD.  Feiccabrino et al. (2008) estimated less than 2% of the metals in urban snow from Luleå 
to be in the dissolved form.  These dissolved metals can flow through the groundwater 
(infiltration) or surface water pollutant pathways.  A majority of the metals, 98% in the 
particulate form, will only be able to move through the surface water pollutant pathway.  The 
amount and size of the particles transported with the surface water runoff is flow dependent.  
Surface water discharge from an AGSD usually carries a limited amount of small SS particles, 
which have high metal concentrations (Westerlund and Viklander, 2006).  This leaves most SS to 
be deposited under an AGSD.  However, during periods of intense melt larger SS particles along 
with a larger than normal quantity of the smaller SS particles are carried down-stream.  With the 
high metal adsorption to small SS particles, a high surface water flow from an AGSD would give 
a PSCP a large advantage in contaminant control compared to an AGSD. 
 
About 2% of the total contaminants were estimated to be in the dissolved more bio-available 
phase.  Determining if an AGSD or a PSCP has better control over this pollutant pathway is 
more complicated than surface water flow. 
 
Depending on climate, soil characteristics, and the depth of the unsaturated zone the groundwater 
contaminant contributions from an AGSD and a PSCP may be very similar or quite different.  
Oberts et al (2000) stated that snowmelt (from an AGSD) would first go to groundwater 
infiltration while excess water, as saturation nears, contributes to surface water runoff.  The 
higher the infiltration rate of the soil, the lower the surface water runoff from an AGSD will be.  
When there is little surface runoff an AGSD’s pollutant pathways are about the same as a 
PSCP’s.  However, a PSCP would not be built above the groundwater table, in a high 
permeability soil, since in this case meltwater would infiltrate quickly thus increasing aquifer 
vulnerability while reducing the amount of meltwater available for cooling purposes. 
 
The water table level is very important when choosing the location of a PSCP or an AGSD. 
Infiltration from an AGSD can be slowed by saturation of the ground below a deposit (Oberts et 
al., 2000).  The amount of water leaving a PSCP through the sides and bottom is determined by 
the relative locations of the water level in the pond and the surrounding groundwater level.  
When the surrounding water table is above the water level in the PSCP, clean groundwater will 
be entering the PSCP, when they are at the same level the water exchange between the PSCP and 
the surrounding groundwater is virtually non-existant, and when the surrounding groundwater 
level is below the water level in the PSCP, contaminated meltwater will be flowing from the 
PSCP into the groundwater (Feiccabrino et al., 2008). 
 
The depth of the unsaturated zone will also determine how much of an increase in relative risk 
there is for aquifer contamination when a PSCP, with a dug-out base is compared to an AGSD.  
This is due to a decrease in the filtering capacity (sorption sites) in the soil levels between the 
PSCP and the groundwater table.  This results in an increased risk for accumulation of nitrogen, 
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chloride, organic contaminants and metal contamination in an aquifer under a PSCP.  However, 
due to metals low solubility, special conditions have to be present for metals to be in the aqueous 
form in an aquifer (Pitt et al., 1999) 
 
The contaminant load transported through a snow deposit’s pollutant pathways can have a large 
influence on the net bio-mass production in a surface water recipient, since primary production is 
phosphorus limited.  It also has some control over the trophic state of the surface water recipient.  
An AGSD should contribute more nutrients to a recipient than a PSCP, as surface runoff has 
more phosphorus than groundwater due to the low solubility of phosphorus (Pitt et al., 1999).  
However, for a snow deposit to cause a shift in a surface water recipient’s trophic state, the snow 
deposit would have to be a major source of nutrients for that surface water recipient.   
 
In a situation where a snow deposit is closed or an AGSD is replaced by a PSCP, the total 
amount of phosphorus in a surface water recipient will be reduced.  Reduced phosphorus results 
in a reduction in primary production.  Fish population changes due to reduced phosphorus have 
been observed by both a shift in fish species from planktivorous species to piscivores or 
omnivorous species such as pike, or perch and reduced catch by local fishermen (Jeppesen et al., 
2005).  However, better clarity of the water can result in a return of the spring clear water phase 
for a recipient (Jeppesen et al., 2005).  Changes in a surface water recipient’s water quality and 
aquatic life caused by the loss of an external phosphorus source could take 10 to 15 years due to 
internal loading of phosphorus (Jeppesen et al., 2005). 
 
This study is useful in understanding the contaminant characteristics of urban snow, but the 
contaminant concentrations from Luleå can not be used directly for standard contaminant values 
of snow removed to a central snow deposit in other towns.  According to Viklander (1997c), the 
concentration of contaminants in snow is difficult to predict, but possible if you know the snow 
handling procedures and the traffic intensity.  This is because the choice of anti-skid material, 
weather conditions and traffic volumes all influence the pollution and nutrient contributions to 
snow (Feiccabrino et al., 2008; Renosdotter, 2007; Viklander 1997).  When estimating 
contaminant loads and concentrations for a snow deposit a local urban snow contaminant 
concentration study is recommended due to differences between towns.  However, if such a 
study is not available and can not be accomplished, the next best source for contaminant 
concentration values would be a study from a town with similar traffic intensities, climate, and 
snow handling techniques. 
 
It is known that the higher the yearly snowfall, the lower the contaminant concentration will be 
(Viklander, 1997b).  It is also known that mass loads of contaminants in snow increase over time 
in all scenarios rural or urban, especially when left in close proximity of a road (Viklander, 
1997c).  This is why in areas where heavy snowfall occurs forcing the municipality to remove 
snow quickly lower contaminant concentrations and higher dissolved proportions due to less SS 
in the snow is expected.   
 
If using wetlands or ponds for water treatment, flow shortcuts around or over ice and decreased 
vegetation consumption of nutrients at the beginning of the spring snowmelt can reduce 
treatment efficiency.  In cold climates, vegetation periods are shortened resulting in less 
absorption of nutrients in ponds and wetlands.  This is important considering that up to 65% of 
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the annual contaminant loads from urban roads can be placed in a snow deposit, depending on 
the length of the winter season (Oberts, 1994; Oberts et al., 2000; Westerlund and Viklander, 
2007; Westerlund, 2007). 
 
The efficiency to which filters and other pollutant/nutrient technologies work to reduce 
concentrations when water is cycled through the snow cooling system is neglected in these 
calculations but is very important.  This reduction in pollutants/nutrients will decrease the total 
contaminant loads within the PSCP, diluting the concentrations of pollutants/nutrients available 
to the surrounding soil, or recipient.   
 
Retardation due to sorption was also neglected in the calculations for contaminant migration.  
This will not affect the total contaminant loads leaving through the groundwater pollutant 
pathway since retardation does not reduce the amount of contaminants; it only slows down the 
spread.  However neglecting retardation could have consequences during site remediation as 
slow desorption rates could turn a short term concern into a long term problem 
 
The melt rates are assumed to be the same every day; in reality melt rates are dependent on 
spring weather conditions.  There will be a larger volume of melt on days with higher 
temperatures, but there will also be a larger volume of melt on days with rain.  Both Oberts 
(1994) and Westerlund (2003) cautioned about the ability for rain on snow events to produce 
high kinetic energy surface water flows, similar but more intense than periods of quick melting, 
can carry a much higher than normal volume of SS away from an AGSD, again giving a PSPC 
an advantage in contaminant control. 
 
Evaporation and rainfall were neglected in the discussions regarding contaminant concentrations 
in the snow. Evaporation and sublimation take place from a snow deposit reducing the mass of 
meltwater and increasing the contaminant concentration in the remaining snow.  On the other 
hand rainfall would add water to the snow, thus diluting the contaminant concentration in 
meltwater.  
 
The ability of soil to transport water can be decreased if pore spaces within the soil are filled 
with ice (Oberts, 1994).  If the ground is frozen before the first snow is deposited, the pore 
spaces may stay frozen through the winter and the beginning of the melt season.  However, if 
snow is deposited on ground that is not frozen, or only has a shallow frozen layer, the snow will 
insulate the ground allow most of the pore space to be ice free.  For most years and locations it is 
assumed that snow will be deposited before the ground is hard frozen.  Therefore the pore space 
can be assumed to be ice free. 
 
Homogenous and isotropic soil conditions were assumed.  However, vertical conductivity is 
often lower than the horizontal conductivity in soils due to soil being deposited in layers; also 
thin soil layers with low conductivity in the vertical direction will reduce infiltration 
considerably. 
  
The calculations for infiltration were performed assuming a water table level staying well below 
the PSCP/AGSD allowing a high infiltration rate. 
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In the calculations for infiltration capacity and wetting front advancement the hydraulic gradient 
was assumed to be one, even for a PSCP with ponding water present.  This would underpredict 
infiltration.  
 
The infiltration and percolation rates through the soil were calculated using the saturated 
hydraulic conductivity. This neglects the initial condition where a wetting front separating 
saturated and unsaturated soils causes water to progress at a lower unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity due to gas pressure within the pores.  More detailed estimates of infiltration through 
unsaturated soils can be calculated using the Green-Ampt method (Green and Ampt, 1911).  The 
Green-Ampt method is only useful when surface ponding is constant (Karki, 2007) such as in a 
PSCP, but unfortunately it can not be applied to an AGSD since the ponding will not be constant 
under a deposit.  A good discussion on infiltration covering the Green-Ampt method and other 
alternative unsaturated infiltration methods can be found in Karki, (2007).  However, an 
unsaturated condition under a PSCP should not persist, and will only be present at the beginning 
of the melt period for an AGSD, thus it can be ignored. 
 
The infiltration calculations were simplified by the use of constant surface areas, an AGSD base, 
while for the PSCP the water level surface area was used.  However, for an AGSD the area down 
stream of the deposit is also likely to act as infiltration area when surface water is flowing across 
it.  
 
Only vertical flux was considered for infiltration: In reality, water will move sideways due to 
differences in soil moisture content, so the real infiltration cross-sectional area will be larger than 
the ones used here.  
 

Conclusions: 
A permeable snow cooling plant (PSCP) should only be built in low permeable soils which 
control cold water loss and contaminant flow out of the deposit. 
 
When located on low permeable soils, above ground snow deposits (AGSDs) will spread 
suspended solids (with contaminants) to nearby surface water recipients by way of the surface 
water pollutant pathway, since melt rates will be much larger than the infiltration capacity.  On 
the other hand, with a low hydraulic conductivity, a PSCP will reduce contaminant mobility, 
increasing contaminant control by cutting off the surface water pollutant pathway forcing reject 
water to become the main pollutant pathway. 
 
The PSCP design gains a noticeable advantage in contaminant control by filtering the circulated 
water and gaining control over where and how reject water is treated and or released when 
compared to the uncontrolled surface water runoff of an AGSD.  The PSCP reject water 
contaminant concentration levels are only restricted by the filtering technology employed. This 
makes it easier to reduce contaminant concentrations and environmental impacts in recipients 
justifying the building of a PSCP. 
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However, PSCPs located under or near the groundwater table are more likely to spread soluble 
contaminants to groundwater aquifers than AGSDs since the polluted meltwater will be in direct 
contact with the aquifer.    
 
Therefore, the potential harm of pollution in the two different types of recipients (surface water 
and groundwater) has to be judged at each local site.  
 
The current AGSD in Luleå is located on clay, a material with very low hydraulic conductivity 
which will result in about 99% of the snowmelt being transported through the surface water 
pollutant pathway, higher than expected for till (Table 10), which results in higher particulate 
transport with the surface water. 
 
Groundwater infiltration will be about the same from a PSCP and an AGSD built on the same 
soil however, in Luleå, the AGSD is in clay and the PSCP is planned to be in till.  There should 
be higher infiltration through the PSCP, but in this case there is only about 200 meter distance 
between the PSCP and the surface water recipient.  The importance of the groundwater in this 
area should be lower than a strategic aquifer in more arid regions, which should be protected for 
future use.  The soil in the area should also act as a good buffer for contaminants as the area 
appears to be a peat bog with iron oxide rich soil.  Peat provides organic carbon for slowing 
organic contaminant migration, while clay and iron oxide soil will slow metal migration.  The 
soil should however be tested to confirm its retardation capabilities. 
 
The soil hydraulic conductivity should be tested for the proposed Luleå PSCP site.  With the 
information available it is only possible to conclude that without retardation the dissolved 
contaminants will reach a stream 200 meters away somewhere between 1 and 1000 years from 
the PSCP first being used. 
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Appendix 1: Snow Handling and Climate Effects: 
The snow handling strategies and winter climates of Sundsvall and Luleå are presented here to 
address both the large variations in urban snow contamination within a municipality and between 
municipalities.   
 
Luleå is located at 65 N Lat. with an average yearly snowfall of 194mm water equivalent, while 
Sundsvall is located at 62 N Lat. with an average annual snowfall of 195mm water equivalent 
(Figure 3) (Reinosdotter and Viklander, 2005).  Luleå also has a longer winter period and a lower 
average temperature than Sundsvall (Reinosdotter and Viklander, 2005).  Luleå applies grit (D 4-
8mm) for traction (Westerlund et al., 2007b) while Sundsvall uses salt as a de-icer (Table 12) 
(Reinosdotter and Viklander, 2005). 
 
In Luleå the long winter season with low average temperatures allows snow cover to remain on 
the road for longer periods, this along with the use of grit allows for a higher total load of 
contaminants in the snow compared to Sundsvall (Table 13) (Reinosdotter and Viklander, 2005).   
 
Table 12: Snow traction used in Luleå and Sundsvall (Reinosdotter, 2007) 
Traffic Load  

None 
Luleå 
Low 

 
High 

 
None 

Sundsvall 
Low 

 
High 

Housing Area       
Avg Daily Traffic  0 1500 6500 0 200 6000 
Anti-skid Material None Grit Grit None Grit Grit 
Urban Area       
Avg Daily Traffic 0 13,000 21,900 0 13,200 36,400 
Anti-skid Material None Grit Grit None Grit and Salt Salt 
Snow treated with salt should have higher dissolved concentrations (Reinosdotter and Viklander, 
2007b) however; the dissolved contaminant concentrations were higher in Luleå than in 
Sundsvall (Table 13).  This was most likely due to higher daytime temperatures and a lowered 
snowmelt temperature as a result of salt on the Sundsvall roads.  This might have allowed more 
snow to melt, with more dissolved particles transported before samples were taken in Sundsvall 
compared to Luleå (Reinosdotter and Viklander, 2005). 
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Table 13: Mean expected contaminant concentrations of snow in the two cities with standard deviations (Reinosdotter and 
Viklander, 2006). 
Traffic Load  

None 
Luleå 
Low 

 
High 

 
None 

Sundsvall 
Low 

 
High 

Housing Area       
pH  5.7±0.23 6.3±0.22 7.3±0.47 5.0±0.3 6.5±0.4 7.1±0.21 
SS mg/l 29±35 747±460 5667±7619 11±5 66±39 1842±1009 
Cl mg/l  2.8±0.6 5.2±2.3  3.1±1.9 116±70 
Cu tot µg/l 3.8±3.0 99±59 626±996 2.8±1.3 6.4±2.6 150±80 
Cu dis µg/l 0.8±0.3 7.1±3.6 5.1±2.9 1.7±0.76 1.7±0.4 3.5±1.5 
Pb tot µg/l 2.3±2.4 35±24 130±181 2.6±0.9 5.6±3.9 53±26 
Pb dis µg/l 0.9±1.6 0.5±0.5 0.09±0.04 1.0±0.6 0.16±0.08 0.08±0.03 
Zn tot µg/l 15±8 228±124 1256±1673 27±24 45±23 549±305 
Zn dis µg/l 7.2±3.4 13.5±5 3.8±3.4 23±24 14±5.8 8.1±4.0 
Central Area       
pH  8.0±0.64 7.3±0.38 8.3±0.36 6.0±0.3 8.6±0.2 8.5±0.5 
SS mg/l 185±232 4471±3144 7889±6744 31±18 6684±2313 3175±1363 
Cl mg/l  4.4±2.8 20±15  324±241 1131±2051 
Cu tot µg/l 20±24 310±245 1022±1089 11±2 845±353 554±254 
Cu dis µg/l 1.5±0.8 4.5±2.45 7.0±5.3 3.0±0.9 6.7±3.8 3.7±1.6 
Pb tot µg/l 15±16 119±87 217±232 8.1±1.5 237±78 140±53 
Pb dis µg/l 0.1±0.06 0.3±0.6 0.08±0.03 0.5±0.4 0.05±0.03 0.05±0.02 
Zn tot µg/l 114±138 931±659 2233±2308 42±12 3008±1226 1896±1033 
Zn dis µg/l 3.9±3.1 7.1±6.7 1.5±1.0 17±1.2 1.1±0.1 1.1±0.4 
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Appendix 2: Boundary Conditions and Solution for Equation 8: 
An equation for one-dimensional chemical transport in groundwater with advection, dispersion, 
and retardation is (Van Genuchten and Alves, 1982): 
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The following solutions can be used to get a numerical value for the equation above (Van 
Genuchten and Alves, 1982): 
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d = Dry bulk density of the aquifer. 
D = Dispersion coefficient.  
Dv = See Eq 8. 
Vc = Mean chemical velocity (appendix 3). 
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Appendix 3: Calculating Retardation: 
In simple terms Retardation (R) is a measure of the delay in contaminant movement due to 
sorption in soil.  This makes retardation dependent on such things as the clay and organic carbon 
content of the soil.  Retardation will also change over time as available sorption sites decrease.  
Retardation and its effect on contaminant migration can be calculated with the following 
formulas, 
 

n
KdR d•

+=1 , and Eq (13)

R
VV X

c =  Eq (14)

Where Vc = Mean chemical velocity, d = Dry bulk density of the aquifer (Table 5), and Kd = 
Distribution coefficient, which represents sorption or dissolved contaminants to soil.  Kd is both 
site and contaminant specific and will fluctuate with pH.  The distribution coefficient for metals 
is defined as,   

Kd = Sorbed Concentration / Dissolved Concentration. Eq (15)

 
For organic contaminants Kd is calculated by,  
 

Kd = Koc x foc,  Eq (16)

 
where Koc is the soil organic carbon sorption coefficient and foc is the Fraction of organic carbon 
in the soil. 
 
Kd for organics will need to be measured in a lab, while reference values for metals are available 
but dependent on available sorption sites which vary with pH, clay and metal content of soil.  For 
accurate Kd values batch tests should be conducted on soil samples from the site.   

 


